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WELCOME TO YOUR WINTER EDITION OF RADAR. 
I’m Ann Carter, Assistant Director of Major Projects. I lead 
the Major Projects team and I am responsible for master 
planning across our five sites and other special projects 
with a mainly public focus.

We are proud to unveil our much anticipated Second 
World War and The Holocaust galleries at IWM London 

later this year. The project will 
tell the authoritative story of 
the Second World War and the 
Holocaust for today’s audiences, 
illuminating the inextricable 
relationship between them and 
how they have shaped the world 
we live in today. 

This issue of Radar will explore 
and celebrate these exciting 
plans. Read on for a glimpse 
into our dynamic new learning 
programme and get an exclusive 
look inside the new galleries 

before they open. We are also thrilled to shine a Spotlight 
on James Bulgin, Head of Content for the Holocaust 
galleries, and to introduce IWM’s Second World War and 
Holocaust Partnership programme which will support eight 
cultural heritage partners across the UK.

 I am very pleased to announce that thanks to the 
incredible generosity of our campaign supporters - some 
of whom you will meet in this issue, we have raised the 
majority of the funding needed but there is still more 
work to be done here and everyone can play their part 
through our current campaign which you will find more 
details of in this issue.  

Thank you very much for your loyal support for IWM 
during these challenging times. As an independent charity 
your support helps IWM ensure that we can continue to tell 
important stories for generations to come.

Best wishes
Ann Carter
Assistant Director of Major Projects

Holocaust Galleries sketch, Casson Mann © IWM



SECOND WORLD WAR AND 
HOLOCAUST GALLERIES UPDATE

Featured here are concept sketches 
of the new Second World War and The 
Holocaust galleries set to open in 
Autumn 2021 as part of the ongoing 
transformation of IWM London. 

 ‘By drawing on our extraordinary 
collections and using all the experience we 
have accumulated over the past century, 
we will reinvigorate the way we present 
the Second World War and Holocaust to 
help people better understand and truly 
reflect on these world-changing events 
in our shared history.’ - Diane Lees, IWM’s 
Director-General

The new galleries will draw heavily 
upon the unique personal stories that 
IWM’s collections contain to present a 
vivid narrative that reflects the realities of 
this significant time in our history and the 
resulting impact upon the world.  

The Second World War galleries will be 
formed of six individual spaces which will 
tell the story of the conflict chronologically, 
exploring its global scale and impact upon 
people and communities. The new galleries 
will reveal how whole societies were drawn 
into the war through mobilisation, direct 
attack and occupation. 
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Personal stories will be at the heart of 
the new Holocaust galleries, along with a 
breadth of objects and original material 
that will help audiences consider the cause, 
course and consequences of this terrible 
period in world history.

The new galleries will explore three 
core themes of persecution, looking at the 
global situation at the end of the First World 
War; escalation, identifying how violence 
towards Jewish people and communities 
developed through the 1930s; and 
annihilation, examining how Nazi policy 
crosses the threshold into wild-scale state 
sponsored murder in the heart of twentieth 
century Europe.

By robustly interrogating the identity of 
the perpetrators, the galleries will explain 
who was responsible for these crimes, what 
motivated them and how ordinary they 
often were in every other way.

The £30.7 million project will see 
IWM London become the first museum in 
the world to physically and intellectually 

present the Holocaust narrative within  
the context of the Second World War.

Spanning two floors, the new 
galleries will tell the story of this period 
of history for a 21st century audience, 
highlighting how the Second World War 
remains the most devastating conflict in 
human history. 

Incorporating well known, familiar 
objects, documents and photography 
alongside material displayed by IWM for 
the first time and using the full range 
of modern display techniques, the new 
galleries will engage a new generation of 
museum visitors with this complex and 
formative period of human history.

Alongside the new galleries a new 
digitally enabled learning and event 
spaces directly connected to the 
galleries. These spaces will allow young 
people and adults to delve deeper into 
the stories with the galleries and the 
lessons that can be learned from them.
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COLLECTION HIGHLIGHT
V1 FLYING BOMB

One of the first objects to be placed within the 
new Second World War and Holocaust galleries 
was the 783kg V-1 flying bomb. 

It was removed from the Museum’s atrium 
and replaced with a Japanese Okha single-seat 
Kamikaze aircraft. The V1 was suspended in 
position within the galleries on 4 September 2020 
(top left). 

The V1 is located in a stunning double-height space 
viewable by visitors to both galleries (bottom left). 
It hangs between the Second World War and The 
Holocaust galleries to present a striking symbol 
of how the narratives of the two galleries are 
interlinked. Over 10,000 of these ‘Doodlebugs’ were 
launched at London and other British cities killing 
over 6,000 people. The V1 was a fundamental 
part of Britain’s experience of the War but is also 
an important part of the Holocaust story. Many 
thousands of concentration camp prisoners, 
labouring in the most appalling conditions, died 
making these weapons in Nazi Germany. 



IWM STORIES
THE NUREMBERG TRIALS

The Nuremberg Trials were some of the most famous 
in history. They were held at the end of the war to try 
the leading figures of the Nazi regime. This was the first 
time ever that international leaders had attempted to 
put another nation on trial for war crimes.

Using original footage, testimony from those present 
and with help from Toby Haggith, one of our Senior Curators, 
IWM have put together a video that tells the story of The 
Nuremberg Trials.

The trials were innovative in many respects: from using 
film as evidence – one of the first times this was ever done, 
through to the newly created charge of ‘crimes against 
humanity’. These evidence films featured graphic scenes 

from the concentration camps as they were discovered by the 
Allied armies.

The trials were also recorded, and footage was shown 
across the Allied nations and Germany. People had never seen 
anything like it before. One of the British prosecutors noted 
that the courtroom was set up in a “Hollywood” manner 
to best present the trial on film. But filming had a serious 
purpose, documenting an epoch-defining moment and 
presenting the fact that it was a fair trial.
 
Click here to watch the most recent instalment in our IWM 
Stories series, and learn more about The Nuremberg Trials: 
youtu.be/qP9c51vCtEY
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https://youtu.be/qP9c51vCtEY


EXTENDING IWM’S REACH  
BEYOND OUR PHYSICAL BRANCHES

Alongside the opening of new Second World War and 
The Holocaust galleries in 2021, IWM’s Second World 
War and Holocaust Partnership Programme will support 
eight cultural heritage partners across the UK to engage 
with new audiences and share hidden or lesser-known, 
local stories related to these histories. 

In their local contexts, each partner will creatively engage 
audiences with collections that are linked to specific 
geographic and memory spaces, creating personal 
responses which will draw upon family, community and 
national contexts. 

Co-produced creative outputs will vary across partners’ 
projects, ranging from a temporary exhibition in Aberystwyth 

exploring the stories of refugees from National Socialism 
in Wales; to commemorative performances for Holocaust 
Memorial Day at Manchester Jewish Museum; and a digital 
map created by NMNI to tell the hidden stories relating 
to Second World War heritage in Northern Ireland. The 
programme is generously supported by the National Lottery 
Heritage Fund.

You can read more about the project and read about the 
cultural partners here

www.iwm.org.uk/partnerships/second-world-war-and-
holocaust-partnership

 

© IWM TR 673

https://www.iwm.org.uk/partnerships/second-world-war-and-holocaust-partnership
https://www.iwm.org.uk/partnerships/second-world-war-and-holocaust-partnership


A RENEWED 
HOLOCAUST 

LEARNING 
PROGRAMME

Alongside the redevelopment of the Second World 
War and Holocaust galleries IWM’s Public Engagement 
and Learning department are currently developing 
an innovative Holocaust learning programme for 
schoolchildren aged 13+. 

Working in collaboration with digital studio Friday 
Sundae and Olivier Award-winning playwright Stef Smith, 
the programme will use technology, IWM collections 
and storytelling to encourage reflection, discussion and 
understanding of the Holocaust both at IWM London 
and online. The programme will be strongly connected 
to the new Holocaust galleries and their content. The 
Public Engagement and Learning team are being closely 
supported by an external group of experts in the field of 
academia, games design, creative learning and education.



Tell us about your career history to date 
and how you came to be the Content 
Lead for the Holocaust galleries at IWM.  
After graduating from university I went off to 
train as an actor. I did that for a while before 
becoming a theatre producer and director 
working mostly on musicals. While based in an 
office with some other producers in the West 
End I was invited to see a new musical set in 
the Warsaw Ghetto. I was really bothered by 
the show and wanted to better understand 
why I found engaging with the Holocaust 
in such a way so problematic. This led me 
towards taking an MA in Holocaust Studies 
and then a PhD (which I am writing up at the 
moment). I actually started at the museum 
on a fixed term contract in the publishing 
department (which I applied for as a spur-of-
the-moment thing when I stumbled across 
the job ad while doing MA research). Just as I 
was about to finish, this opportunity came up.

What does a usual day look like for you? 
I know it’s a cliché, but there genuinely isn’t 
really such a thing as a usual day working 
on the project. At any given moment I 
could be writing text, visiting the site, doing 
a presentation for stakeholders, looking 
at designs, talking to survivors – or a 
thousand other things. Putting the galleries 
together is a complex combination of very 

We are delighted to feature James Bulgin in our Winter edition 
of Radar! James is the Head of Content for the redeveloped 
Holocaust galleries which will open later this year. Here is an 
opportunity to get to know James a little more and hear a bit 
about what it has been like to bring the new galleries to life. 

SPOTLIGHT
JAMES BULGIN

important and emotive issues and some 
very practical ones.

What is the most challenging aspect 
of your role and how do you overcome 
these challenges?  
In one respect, the most challenging aspect 
is making decisions about what should and 
shouldn’t be included in the galleries. There are 
so many details that we would want to make 
visitors aware of, but there are obviously limits 
on how much people are able to read and 
so how much we are able to say. Sometimes 
these details relate to aspects of peoples’ 
lives and it is really, really hard knowing that 
some of these won’t make their way into 
the main gallery text. In another respect, the 
most challenging aspect is relating events 
on behalf of people who were denied the 
opportunity to speak for themselves. The 
team who work on the project spend a lot of 
their time with photos, objects and histories 
that come from men, women and children 
who were murdered. Between us, we have 
to make decisions about how to represent 
the experiences of these people and that 
is something that we think about a great 
deal. It is a profound responsibility. I think we 
overcome these challenges by never losing 
sight of the fact that these individuals lie at the 
heart of everything we are doing. 



What are you looking most looking forward 
to with the opening of the new Second 
World War and Holocaust galleries? 
To be honest, I think what all of us are looking 
forward to most is being able to welcome 
people into the spaces. The galleries were 
not created for us, but for our visitors and it 
will brilliant to see them in there engaging 
with the content. On a personal level, I’m also 
looking forward to being able to show some 
of the families and survivors we work with how 
we have represented their histories. It has 
been a great honour to have been welcomed 
into so many peoples’ homes – literally and 
metaphorically – over the past four years, and  
it will be really great to share the outcome of 
this process with them.   

Why do you feel that this project is so 
important? 
Whether we realise it or not, all of our lives 
have been shaped by the legacy of the Second 
World War and the Holocaust. Despite the 
magnitude of these events – and the extent 
to which they continue to loom conspicuously 
and inconspicuously in our day to day reality – 
they are not generally very well understood by 
the public at large. If we are to properly make 
sense of the present, then we must understand 
the factors that moulded it – it is critical to the 
question of not just ‘how we are’, and ‘why we 
are’ but also the most difficult question of all, 
‘who we are’. The new sets of galleries use the 
latest historical research and insights to offer 
different ways of thinking about these issues.

What do you hope visitors will take away 
from the new galleries? 
I hope that visitors will leave the galleries 
thinking differently about these histories. 
The events of the Second World War and 
the Holocaust remain fairly ubiquitous in 
contemporary culture through films, books 
and even computer games; and while it’s 
great that these help to maintain a level 
of awareness, they can also generate a 
distorted or inaccurate sense of what actually 
occurred. Both sets of new galleries offer a 
fundamentally different perspective on their 
respective histories, and we will have done 
our jobs if visitors leave with a different level 
of understanding – and a motivation to learn 
more. One particular dimension which is 
particularly important to this project, is the 
relationship between the Second World War 
and the Holocaust. It may be surprising to hear, 
but this is the first project in the world that 
co-locates these histories in the same building. 
While the new Second World War galleries 
and the Holocaust galleries are separate, 
they are positioned one above the other and 

Jewish gravestone repurposed into 
a millstone © IWM EPH 2708

share moments of physical and intellectual 
connection. Major research projects have 
identified this as being a specific – and 
significant -- gap in public understanding, so 
I would hope that something visitors will be 
interested in knowing about.

What is your favourite object/collection/
story across IWM’s branches? 
The object I have been thinking about most 
often recently is a millstone that was created 
from a gravestone taken from a Jewish 
cemetery. We are displaying this in the new 
galleries. Jewish cemeteries were regularly 
desecrated by the Nazis and headstones were 
removed and used for a variety of different 
purposes: Of course this testifies to the Nazis’ 
virulent and pathological antisemitism, but 
also their genocidal agenda (through which 
they sought to eradicate all traces of Jewish 
culture from the world).  There is some 
Hebrew text that remains on the stone, but 
because of where it was cut to be reshaped it 
has been difficult to get this text transcribed 
and translated. A few weeks ago we brought it 
to a brilliant man called Rabbi Nicky Liss (who 
we talk to in order to ensure that our display 
and description of Jewish religious objects 
in the new galleries is appropriate, accurate 
and respectful). He was able to make sense 
of the text and told us what it said; it comes 
from the Book of Lamentations (chapter 1, 
verse 16) -- which is read on the saddest day 
of the year -- and the visible trace reads, ‘For 
these I cry; my eyes, my eyes are shedding 
tears’. When Rabbi Nicky told us this, it really 
floored me. I was always very moved by the 
symbolic significance of the gravestone, 
but hadn’t known how profoundly apposite 
the words it carried were. The epitaph was 
obviously deeply personal for the family who 
commissioned its inscription, but somehow 
its survival through monumental desecration 
now speaks for a much wider tragedy.



THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS  
SUPPORTERS OF THE SECOND WORLD 
WAR AND HOLOCAUST GALLERIES
 
As an independent charity IWM relies on external funding to build these galleries and 
make them available to the public.  IWM is very grateful for this support. Below some of 
these supporters share their thoughts on supporting our new galleries.   

Christopher Berkeley,  
Charles Skey Charitable Trust

The IWM occupies an important place in telling this 
island’s story, using some fascinating and unique artefacts 
to illustrate the historic narratives.  Our Trust has been 
delighted to support the refurbishment of both the First 
World War and the Second World War galleries, not least 
because of the priority that the IWM is giving to making 
the artefacts, and the stories they tell, educational and as 
accessible as possible to this and future generations.

A key feature of the new galleries is the installation of the 
Learning Centres in which young and old alike will have 
the opportunity to delve deeper into those fascinating 
stories and the lessons that can be derived from them. 
We would strongly encourage as many people as possible 
to help support the completion of this project of national 
significance. 

Simon and Midge Palley

Supporting the IWM is an honour and a responsibility for us. 
We all need to remember how history tends to repeat itself, 
and we all must not forget. The Holocaust represented 
the worst of humanity and we must continue to educate 
and inform people of all ages and all ethnic religious and 
social backgrounds of the horrors and wrongdoing of this 
moment and all genocides. 

The IWM has always presented The history of war and 
related events in a sensitive and balanced manner for all 
audiences to comprehend and bear witness.

My wife wrote a masters paper on Holocaust museums 
round the world, and spent much time at the IWM, growing 
to know what a powerful subject it covered.

Her father came from America to fight in World war II. 
He flew 34 missions  over Germany and survived. Many 
times we  went with him to visit the IWM site in Duxford 
and London full of aircraft from that time . It was always 
a tearful and highly emotional visit. But we always 
remembered and we will never forget.

Sir Trevor Pears CMG,  
Executive Chair, Pears Foundation 

Our family are proud to support the new Holocaust 
galleries at the Imperial War Museum London.  
We have been both moved and impressed by the deep 
commitment shown by the IWM team, and the many years 
of thought, learning and detailed work that have gone into 
this new exhibition.
 
The galleries will be truly world class, ensuring that millions 
of adults and young people have the opportunity to 
deepen their knowledge and engage with the complex 
questions raised.

Sigrid Rausing 
FRSL, Chair, Sigrid Rausing Trust

The Holocaust – at best - risks becoming a fable in our 
lifetime, a tale of good and evil that has nothing to do 
with us. That Nazi thuggery could evolve into murder on 
an industrial scale seems inconceivable in retrospect, yet 
for most people in Nazi Germany the atrocities were no 
more than a persistent rumour, a distant war-time myth 
or dangerous political rumour. Most Germans chose to 
believe the Nazi propaganda, identifying with volk and the 
nation, an easy route to communal safety and pride. All 
political opponents potentially undermined the nation-
state according to the warped Nazi world-view, but Jews, 
presented as traitors, capitalists, communists, cowards 
and plotters, simultaneously sub-human and of super-
human intelligence and organisation, uniquely defiled it. 
The consequence of propaganda was extermination. We 
must never forget, and we must ask questions, too. How 
do we inoculate societies against genocidal impulses? How 
do we understand the nature of propaganda? How do we 
protect human rights, and human rights law? Do we, too, 
look the other way at times, and comfort ourselves with 
platitudes? The lessons of Nazi Germany, from the power of 
propaganda and the creeping threat of dehumanisation, to 
the post-war formulation of a body human rights law, must 
be preserved. The Holocaust galleries at the Imperial War 
Museum will situate the Holocaust within a long historical 
context, bringing to light new research, never-before-seen 
objects, and previously unheard testimony. It is a pressing 
project that I wholeheartedly support.



Help Tell the Stories 
That Matter
 
 
A study of 8,000 English secondary school pupils showed 
that 63% of young people did not know what the term 
‘antisemitism’ meant (Centre for Holocaust Education, 2016). 
It’s as urgent now as any time to increase the public 
understanding of the Second World War and Holocaust.

IWM London’s transformation will make it the first museum 
in the world to house dedicated Second World War and 
Holocaust galleries under the same roof, changing the way 
young people understand the past for generations to come.

Over the last year, IWM has suffered a dramatic loss 
of revenue through the closure of our venues. Thanks 
to a very generous group of supporters we have almost 
managed to reach our funding target to make these 
galleries available to current and future audiences. Now 
is your opportunity to make a contribution at whatever 
amount you can and help us achieve our funding goal.

As a charity, IWM needs your help to make these 
dynamic and innovative galleries a reality. To find out more 
about the galleries and donate please visit our website: 
iwm.org.uk/support-us/donations/second-world-war-
and-holocaust-galleries

Students  
Raising Funds
 
 
A passionate group of students who work in their spare 
time to raise awareness of the Holocaust and other 
genocides have been inspired to raise funds in support of 
IWM’s new Holocaust galleries. They’ve shared a message 
about what has inspired their generous support of the 
project and why they feel these new galleries are so vital to 
the next generation of young people:

 ‘With the rise of antisemitism and Holocaust denial in this 
country and around the world we know how important 
education about the Holocaust is. That is why our school 
group, ‘Genocide80Twenty’, decided to write a book about 
it for our peers. Many of us in our group had been to the 
current Holocaust exhibition at IWM in previous years 
and know the impact that our visits had on us. Holocaust 
survivors will sadly not be with us to educate the next 
generation of young people and so we think that having 
superb museums to help young people understand the 
history of the Holocaust is absolutely vital. That is why 
we have decided to support the new Holocaust galleries 
with the proceeds of our book.’  
 
Genocide80Twenty

 

Leave a Lasting 
Legacy with IWM 
Testimonial from IWM Legacy Pledger 
 
We’ve had many days out at IWM sites over the years, 
and, without exception, they have been enjoyable and 
stimulating experiences.

Our visits have allowed us to explore wars on land, sea 
and air, and have taught us about how leaders such as 
Churchill thought and acted. They have helped us gain an 
insight into what our parents and grandparents endured 
in both world wars, and understand how society in 
general deals with conflict.

When we made our wills recently, we both felt we 
wanted to help IWM continue its world-leading role 
in telling the stories of the past, and preserving the 
wonderful collections within its family of museums. As 
the generations that actually experienced the world 
wars pass away, it feels more important than ever that 
IWM finds new ways of teaching and informing future 
generations about conflict.

We feel that, in leaving a legacy to IWM, we are playing 
a part in not only helping the charity in its future work, 
but also saying a ‘thank you’ for enriching our own lives 
over the years.

Catherine and Ian Benson

Legacies can play a crucial role in achieving IWM 
objectives. If you would like to help ensure that 
IWM can continue to tell the personal stories of war 
and conflict for future generations to come please 
consider including IWM in your Will.

Please contact Andrew Higgins, Director of Development on 
ahiggins@iwm.org.uk to explore this opportunity further.

https://www.iwm.org.uk/support-us/donations/second-world-war-and-holocaust-galleries
https://www.iwm.org.uk/support-us/donations/second-world-war-and-holocaust-galleries


PATRON’S VISITS IN AUTUMN 2020

Although we have had to halt many of 
our onsite visits this year due to the 
coronavirus pandemic, we were delighted 
to welcome Patrons on a bespoke tour of 
our refurbished Operations Room at IWM 
Duxford in September 2020. 

The Operations Room was the nerve 
centre of Duxford’s Battle of Britain. From 
here, the men and women who worked on 
the ground at this site directed the stations 
pilots into combat. The new exhibition 
explores the vital role of this building and 
highlights the personal stories of the men 
and women who worked here during the 
aerial campaign of 1940. In the left image 
above Curator Craig Murray shows Patrons 
‘The Dowding System’ which explores 
how RAF Duxford fit into the air deference 
network that gave the RAF an advantage 
over the Luftwaffe.

We look forward hosting further 
visits to the new exhibition in  
2021 once government 
guidelines allow us to welcome 
visitors back to our sites.



COMING UP... 
ONLINE 
IWM Annual Lecture 
March 15 2021

The IWM Institute’s new Annual Lecture series invites world leading figures to address 
the most pressing conflict-related issues of our time. The inaugural speaker will be David 
Miliband, former U.K. Foreign Secretary, now Chief Executive Officer of the International 
Rescue Committee. He’ll take a closer look at the global refugee crisis, drawing from 
the past century of refugee experiences - from Nazi Germany’s persecution of Jews, 
to those fleeing ethnic cleansing in 1990s Bosnia, to the treacherous Mediterranean 
crossings today. Booking details will be released closer to the date:  
www.iwm.org.uk/events/annual-lecture

Bloomberg Connects App

We are delighted to announce an exciting partnership between IWM and Bloomberg 
Connects, a Digital experience supported by Bloomberg Philanthropies.

Even thought our venues are currently closed, you can explore our exciting collections at 
IWM Duxford and Churchills War Rooms through the Bloomberg Connects App. Virtually 
walk through these sites and hear the stories behind your favorite aircraft and objects. 
Download the free Bloomberg Connects app on the Apple Store or Google Play today.

 

IWM LONDON 
Refugees: Forced to Flee
Until 24 May 2021

This new exhibition explores a century of refugee experiences, from Nazi Germany’s 
persecution of Jews and the Kindertransport, to the Calais Jungle and the treacherous 
Mediterranean crossings. (This exhibition will reopen to the public when our sites reopen).

 
IWM NORTH
Aid workers: Ethics Under Fire
Until 31 May 2021

This new exhibition brings together powerful stories from conflict zones to explore 
these challenges from an insider perspective. Faced with practical, emotional and 
ethical challenges on a daily basis, how do aid workers choose who to help and 
decide which risks to take, and can their presence do more harm than good? (This 
exhibition will reopen to the public when our sites reopen).

IWM DUXFORD
Duxford Air show Season 2021                                                                                                                                   
24-25 July 2021 Duxford Air Festival                                                                                                                        
18-19 September 2021 Duxford Battle of Britain Air Show

2021 will see two Air Shows take place at IWM Duxford over weekends in July and September. 
These will include entertaining ground content and of course, our signature air displays.

Flying Days 
Various dates from April to October 2021.  
More details available at www.iwm.org.uk/airshows 

From D-Day to commemorating the valiant efforts of RAF Duxford’s Squadron 19, each of 
these Flying Days will be themed and will allow visitors the chance to explore our museum 
and pop up displays and experiences, before enjoying hours of flying action in the skies.

https://www.iwm.org.uk/events/annual-lecture
https://www.iwm.org.uk/airshows

